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PREFACE TO THE 1996 EDITION
The Integrative Process

This volume íòcuses on integrating theory and research in communication study. The terms 
“heory” and “research” are often linked together, like bread and butter, bagel and cream cheese, 
ơ  speech communication and mass communication. Ít is stating the obvious to say that theory 
aid research should be simìlarly linked together. Despite the obviousness of this statement, it 
om m ents on our fielđ that a volume such as this rhat links communication theory and research 
ii the same chapters is needed.

O ur purpose in editing this volume is to provide both seasoned scholars and beginning stu- 
dints uníamiliar with the State of theory and research in various areas of communication study 
ti provide a taste, a sampler if you will, of current theory and research in communication. To 
eplicate the integration process, the chapter contributors, experts in their respective areas, offer 
sanple studies in the form of hypothetical studies, published studies, or unpublished research, 
slowing how tKeory and research are integrated in their particular areas.

T he idea for this book grew out of a series of informal discussions between the coeditors by 
water cooler, in the photocopy room, in the hallway, by the coífee machine, and outside 

fa_ulty mailboxes. In  these discussions, we complained about the difficulty of teaching com- 
nunication students communication theory and research. As with many programs, theory and 
reearch are taught in the University of Miami’s School o f Communication as separate courses. 
Tús clean curricular separation, however, bears no resemblance to how the courses are actually 
taight. Faculty who teach communication theory often digress into a discussion on research 
m thods to make sense of exemplar studies. This is no small matter; sometimes an entire theory 
clss is devoted to discussions o f research methods. Likewise, íaculty who teach research methods 
h;ve— out of necessity— hađ to bring discussion of theory into their courses. It was clear that 
rít teachers were not to blame for this sicuation; the curriculum was at fault. In attempting co 
aUviate the problem of linking theory and research in communication study, we were astoundeđ 
tofind that no single volume attacked the problem of linking theory and research in commu- 
niation studies. Some volumes examine the human and speech communication areas, vvhereas 
otiers focus on the mass communication areas— but none could be íound that combine both 
aras under the rubric communication.

X/'f do not claim that this book will resolve the difficulties regarding the distinction between 
tKory and research in general, and communication theory and research in particular. We are 
no arguing for a wholesale revamping in communication curriculum to integrate theory and 
resarch, for we realiíe how easy it is to advocate curricular change but how difficult it is to exer- 
cis change in practice. The purpose is simply to explicitly recognize that theory and research 
arơelated and must be addressed together even in courses that involve largely theory or largely 
resarch.

ix



W hile the book was in progress, we extended the integration process to address issues reggard- 
ing the integration of mass and speech communication, what we call human communicaation. 
To do otherwise would have defied our purpose of leaving the reader with an appreciaticx)n of 
current theory and research in the various areas of communication study. It is important c that 
alỉ communication scholars, no matter what their areas, have some íamiliarity with the brcoader 
íield. The State of communication study is such that most researchers are trained in either 1 mass 
or human communication and, as a result, have a certain way of approaching communicatidon or 
are more íamiliar with one area than  the other.

In editing the book we wrestled with the best way of organizing the various theoreetical 
approaches to communication. We originally opted for the traditional biíurcation of commuunica' 
tion into mass communication and Kuman communication, and, to some extent, we havve fol' 
lowed this course. Part I examines general questions related to theory and research methoddology. 
Part II examines important theoretical approaches to mass communication. Part III doees the 
same with human communication approaches.

As we quickly learned, this bifurcation does not lend itself well to communication studdy. As 
we enter the 21st century, with new media technologies that do not ốt neatly into eitherr mass 
communication or human categories, the biíurcation promises to raise more problems. TThere- 
fore, while we were editing the book, we invited Kathleen Reardon and Emmeline G. dee Pillis 
to write a lead chapter for an additional section, Part IV, to cover chapters that we were hhaving 
particular diííìcuky classifying into sections, those that crossed the traditional divide bectween 
mass and human communication.

Even in the sections in which we classiâed chapters as mass or human communicatioon, we 
recognize that others might have classiíied them differently. Our decisions were admittedtìly sub' 
jective, but not arbitrary. The decisions were based partly on how the contributors approoached 
their chapters. In this regard, we might have placed the chapters in different sections haad they 
been written in different ways. For example, it might seem cradicional to place advertisinng and 
public relations back to back (the two are often grouped together, like theory and researcbh); but 
we decided that the advertising chapter took a more traditional mass communication appproach, 
while the pubỉic reỉations chapter addressed issues involving organizational communicatioon, and 
thereíore we placed it in Part IV, ỉntegrated Approaches. Likewise, persuasive communicaation is 
an area of interest in both mass and human communication, but the chapter contributoDrs took 
more of what we regarded as a human communication approach. Similarly, as the contribuutors of 
the chapter on the spiral of silence themselves noted, the model involves the interaction cof both 
human communication as well as mass communication. But because of the chapter’s enmphasis 
on mass communication, it was placed in the mass communication section. The poỉiticaaỉ com- 
munication chapter also took a largely mass communication approach.

Our point here— by noting our difủculties in classifying the chapters— is to emphassize the 
artificừdity of the bifurcation. As editors, we treated the bifurcation as a convenient mneans of 
organizing a book, íbr a book must have organization. And practically speaking, desppite the 
noted occasional problems, most chapters fĩt the bifủrcation íairly well. Further, the bifuurcation 
reílects a reality of communication study today which we would have been foolish to ignonre. Still, 
our decision to biíurcate mass and human communication should not blind us to the simnilarities 
shared by all the areas of communication study.

In keeping with the difficulty in distinguishing mass and human communication, wee invited 
Tony Atwater and Gustav w . Friedrich, former heads of leading mass (Association for Edducation 
in Journalism and Mass Communication) and human (Speech Communication Assoociation) 
communication associations, respectively, to offer their thoughts in the íinal section, Paart V, on 
where communication theory and research is going.

We are not so naive as to believe that this book will lead to a uniíied fteld of commuunication


